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The SCOR Corporate Foundation for Science presents 

Award for the Best Young Researcher in Finance and 

Insurance  

 

As part of the Europlace Finance Institute’s 12th international forum on Financial Risks, today 

the SCOR Corporate Foundation for Science presented the Award for the Best Young 

Researcher in Finance and Insurance to Guillaume Vuillemey, a professor at HEC, and to 

Aurélien Alfonsi, a professor at the Ecole Polytechnique, for all their work on finance and risk 

management. The judging panel was chaired by Elyès Jouini, Vice President of Paris-

Dauphine University and a member of the Institut Universitaire de France. The award is 

financed by the SCOR Corporate Foundation for Science.  

André Levy-Lang, Chairman of the Board of Directors of the SCOR Corporate 

Foundation for Science, said: “Research on finance continues to see remarkable 

developments, in terms of both the analysis of behavior and the development of sophisticated 

quantification instruments. The two 2019 prizewinners, Guillaume Vuillemey, an economist 

and finance researcher, and Aurélien Alfonsi, an expert in affine diffusion processes, have 

made significant and remarkable contributions to our understanding of financial risks, which 

the SCOR Corporate Foundation for Science is delighted to single out”.  

Denis Kessler, Chairman & Chief Executive Officer of SCOR, added: “With this award, 

SCOR and its Foundation for Science have once again helped to encourage young talents to 

advance our knowledge of risk. This year, the spotlight has been on financial risks and their 

quantification, at a time when players in the global economy are faced with increasing financial 

and monetary uncertainty.” 

 

*  * 

* 

The SCOR Corporate Foundation for Science, founded in 2011, is a concrete example of 

SCOR’s long-term commitment to supporting risk research and disseminating risk-related 

knowledge. It promotes and funds research through grants, awards and conferences. The 

Scientific Board of the SCOR Corporate Foundation for Science, which is composed of 

renowned scientists from various disciplines, guides the Foundation in its selection of the 

submitted projects and on its long-term strategy. 

The Europlace Institute of Finance (IEF), a registered public foundation, promotes research 

in finance with a focus on corporate needs. Through the Europlace Institute of Finance, the 

Louis Bachelier Fellows network supports short- and long-term research projects. 
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Forward-looking statements 

SCOR does not communicate "profit forecasts" in the sense of Article 2 of (EC) Regulation n°809/2004 of the 

European Commission. Thus, any forward-looking statements contained in this communication should not be held 

as corresponding to such profit forecasts. Information in this communication may include "forward-looking 

statements", including but not limited to statements that are predictions of or indicate future events, trends, plans 

or objectives, based on certain assumptions and include any statement which does not directly relate to a historical 

fact or current fact. Forward-looking statements are typically identified by words or phrases such as, without 

limitation, "anticipate", "assume", "believe", "continue", "estimate", "expect", "foresee", "intend", "may increase" and 

"may fluctuate" and similar expressions or by future or conditional verbs such as, without limitations, "will", "should", 

"would" and "could." Undue reliance should not be placed on such statements, because, by their nature, they are 

subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may cause actual results, on the one 

hand, to differ from any results expressed or implied by the present communication, on the other hand. 

Please refer to the 2018 reference document filed on March 4, 2019, under number D.19-0092 with the French 

Autorité des marchés financiers (AMF) posted on SCOR’s website www.scor.com (the “Document de Référence”), 

for a description of certain important factors, risks and uncertainties that may affect the business of the SCOR 

Group. As a result of the extreme and unprecedented volatility and disruption of the current global financial crisis, 

SCOR is exposed to significant financial, capital market and other risks, including movements in interest rates, 

credit spreads, equity prices, and currency movements, changes in rating agency policies or practices, and the 

lowering or loss of financial strength or other ratings. 

The Group’s financial information is prepared on the basis of IFRS and interpretations issued and approved by the 

European Union. This financial information does not constitute a set of financial statements for an interim period as 

defined by IAS 34 “Interim Financial Reporting”.  
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